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How To Be Exceptional: Drive Leadership Success By Magnifying Your Strengths By John Zenger,
Joseph Folkman, Jr., Robert H. Sherwin, Bar. Modification your habit to put up or lose the time to just
chat with your good friends. It is done by your everyday, do not you feel burnt out? Now, we will reveal you
the brand-new routine that, really it's a very old practice to do that can make your life more qualified. When
feeling burnt out of always talking with your close friends all free time, you could discover the book entitle
How To Be Exceptional: Drive Leadership Success By Magnifying Your Strengths By John Zenger, Joseph
Folkman, Jr., Robert H. Sherwin, Bar then review it.

From the Back Cover

"We have moved from a focus on fixing leadership weaknesses all the way over to a focus on building
strengths. Without question, it is the most profound change in this realm to occur in the past 50 years." --
John Zenger and Joseph Folkman, from the book

You run a business department, a division, or an entire company. Everything is going smoothly, everyone
respects your abilities, and no one complains about you. You are a good, talented business leader.

But are you exceptional? Because in these difficult business times, true success requires nothing less.

From the leadership gurus of Zenger Folkman, How to Be Exceptional provides a revolutionary approach to
leadership development. Instead of focusing on your weaknesses and how to overcome them, focus on your
strengths--and learn how to magnify them.

How to Be Exceptional explains how to:

Pinpoint your best leadership traits and choose the right development target for yourself●

Use feedback and action-learning on the job to elevate your strengths●

Apply Zenger Folkman's revolutionary "cross-training" method to escalate your leadership competencies●

into the top 90th percentile
Ensure that your fully developed strengths are sustainable by building follow-through into your●

development plan

When you magnify your leadership competencies to the level of exceptional, employee engagement
increases, productivity rises, and profitability soars. Learn how to make your business and career dreams a
reality.



About the Author

Zenger Folkman utilizes evidence-driven, strengths-based methods to improve organizations and the people
within them. "Jack" Zenger and Joe Folkman are the cofounders of Zenger Folkman and bestselling
coauthors of The Inspiring Leader and The Extraordinary Leader. Bob Sherwin, Jr., is Chief Operating
Officer and Barbara Steel is Senior Vice President of Leadership Effectiveness at Zenger Folkman.
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How To Be Exceptional: Drive Leadership Success By Magnifying Your Strengths By John Zenger,
Joseph Folkman, Jr., Robert H. Sherwin, Bar. What are you doing when having extra time? Chatting or
browsing? Why don't you aim to review some book? Why should be reading? Reading is just one of
enjoyable and pleasurable activity to do in your leisure. By reviewing from several sources, you could
discover brand-new details and encounter. Guides How To Be Exceptional: Drive Leadership Success By
Magnifying Your Strengths By John Zenger, Joseph Folkman, Jr., Robert H. Sherwin, Bar to review will
many starting from clinical publications to the fiction e-books. It suggests that you can check out the books
based on the necessity that you wish to take. Of training course, it will certainly be various and also you can
review all e-book types at any time. As below, we will certainly show you a publication must be read. This
book How To Be Exceptional: Drive Leadership Success By Magnifying Your Strengths By John Zenger,
Joseph Folkman, Jr., Robert H. Sherwin, Bar is the selection.

As one of guide compilations to recommend, this How To Be Exceptional: Drive Leadership Success By
Magnifying Your Strengths By John Zenger, Joseph Folkman, Jr., Robert H. Sherwin, Bar has some strong
reasons for you to check out. This publication is quite appropriate with what you need currently. Besides,
you will certainly additionally love this publication How To Be Exceptional: Drive Leadership Success By
Magnifying Your Strengths By John Zenger, Joseph Folkman, Jr., Robert H. Sherwin, Bar to check out
because this is among your referred books to read. When getting something brand-new based on encounter,
amusement, as well as other lesson, you could utilize this book How To Be Exceptional: Drive Leadership
Success By Magnifying Your Strengths By John Zenger, Joseph Folkman, Jr., Robert H. Sherwin, Bar as the
bridge. Starting to have reading habit can be undergone from various methods and also from variant sorts of
books

In checking out How To Be Exceptional: Drive Leadership Success By Magnifying Your Strengths By John
Zenger, Joseph Folkman, Jr., Robert H. Sherwin, Bar, currently you could not likewise do traditionally. In
this modern period, gizmo as well as computer system will assist you so much. This is the time for you to
open the device and also stay in this website. It is the best doing. You can see the connect to download this
How To Be Exceptional: Drive Leadership Success By Magnifying Your Strengths By John Zenger, Joseph
Folkman, Jr., Robert H. Sherwin, Bar below, can not you? Just click the link and make a deal to download it.
You could reach acquire the book How To Be Exceptional: Drive Leadership Success By Magnifying Your
Strengths By John Zenger, Joseph Folkman, Jr., Robert H. Sherwin, Bar by online as well as ready to
download and install. It is really different with the old-fashioned way by gong to guide shop around your
city.
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One of The Globe & Mail's Top 10 Business books of the Year!

Rethink Everything You Know About Leadership Strengths

"A must-read for anyone wanting to positively stand out in an organization or for leaders wanting to raise the
overall performance of the organization." -- Cindy Brinkley, Vice President, Global Human Resources,
General Motors

"Zenger Folkman's findings related to companion behaviors is exciting. It enhances what's been presented in
prior books and makes extraordinary leadership seem like an achievable goal. I would recommend this book
to anyone committed to the journey." -- Pam Mabry, Director, Human Resources, The Boeing Company

"The authors take the groundbreaking concept of driving leadership effectiveness by building our strengths
to a whole new level of practical implementation, providing us with a brilliantly clear road map. I have found
this body of work to be absolutely invaluable . . . I cannot imagine a person in a leadership role today who
would not find value from reading this book cover to cover." -- Loren M. Starr, Senior Managing Director
and Chief Financial Officer, Invesco Ltd.

How to Be Exceptional is a milestone in the emerging business case for evidence-based management.
Building on two decades of earlier research, the authors brilliantly lay out a simple, concrete, scientifically
validated model for achieving consistently superior business results through leadership. . . . Its magic is its
simplicity, pragmatism, and focus." -- Eric Severson, Senior Vice President, Talent, Gap Inc.

"How to Be Exceptional is the best book on professional development I have read in decades. It reinforces
the emerging wisdom that the path to greatness is really about building profound strengths, rather than
through relentlessly focusing on one’s weaknesses. This is a great road map for any leader seeking to
optimize their growth and impact." -- Michael A. Peel, Yale University, Vice President, Human Resources
and Administration
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From the Back Cover

"We have moved from a focus on fixing leadership weaknesses all the way over to a focus on building
strengths. Without question, it is the most profound change in this realm to occur in the past 50 years." --
John Zenger and Joseph Folkman, from the book

You run a business department, a division, or an entire company. Everything is going smoothly, everyone
respects your abilities, and no one complains about you. You are a good, talented business leader.

But are you exceptional? Because in these difficult business times, true success requires nothing less.

From the leadership gurus of Zenger Folkman, How to Be Exceptional provides a revolutionary approach to
leadership development. Instead of focusing on your weaknesses and how to overcome them, focus on your
strengths--and learn how to magnify them.

How to Be Exceptional explains how to:

Pinpoint your best leadership traits and choose the right development target for yourself●

Use feedback and action-learning on the job to elevate your strengths●

Apply Zenger Folkman's revolutionary "cross-training" method to escalate your leadership competencies●

into the top 90th percentile
Ensure that your fully developed strengths are sustainable by building follow-through into your●

development plan

When you magnify your leadership competencies to the level of exceptional, employee engagement
increases, productivity rises, and profitability soars. Learn how to make your business and career dreams a
reality.

About the Author

Zenger Folkman utilizes evidence-driven, strengths-based methods to improve organizations and the people
within them. "Jack" Zenger and Joe Folkman are the cofounders of Zenger Folkman and bestselling
coauthors of The Inspiring Leader and The Extraordinary Leader. Bob Sherwin, Jr., is Chief Operating
Officer and Barbara Steel is Senior Vice President of Leadership Effectiveness at Zenger Folkman.

Most helpful customer reviews

13 of 14 people found the following review helpful.
Compelling!
By Shefali Dua
The author shares a brilliant perspective on the important of effective leadership and describes what great
leaders do and the behaviors patterns that made them so in the first place. Great leaders increase profit, drive
up customer satisfaction, generate higher levels of engagement in their employees and develop stronger
employees. They are strategic thinkers whose decisions manifest around customer focus, innovative thinking
and problem solving. The book urges readers to focus on building new competencies and improving fatal



weaknesses to emerge as great leaders!

Organizations with best leaders have the following in common:

1. They select the right people as leaders.
2. Talent management processes have clear set of desirable leadership competencies.
3. Senior executives believe that a significant part the leader's job is to develop their direct reports.
4. The bar for effective leadership is set high. The expectation was that the leaders needed to be outstanding,
and not merely adequate or good, and that everyone, regardless of position or level in the organization, could
improve.
5. They achieve great success in developing future executives by giving them demanding assignments. A
favorite has been an overseas assignment in which an executive became a country manager and had all the
functions of the business reporting to him or her.

Quotes from the book:
1. Leaders are made.
2. Fixing weaknesses never made anyone exceptional.
3. What made a leader great was the presence of strengths, not the absence of weaknesses.
4. Great leaders did a few things exceptionally well.
5. People see the best in one another when they share dreams and when they are connected.
6. There is no learning without action.

Key points to remember:
1. People with fatal flaws should to immediately take steps to fix them as addressing a fatal flaw can have a
substantial positive impact on how these people are perceived.
2. Who is the best person to determine your effectiveness at dealing with others? Other people
3. Leaders with profound weaknesses would have direct reports with the same weaknesses. This
phenomenon occurred more frequently than random chance would dictate, and we called it "the shadow of
the leader."
4. Real coaching is rare, but when the skill is mastered, it can have a substantial impact on the learning of
others.
5. Because competencies are so highly interconnected, the fact that the individual is doing something has
high odds of producing a favorable outcome.
6. If a leader receives feedback and makes an effort to improve, others will be impressed.
7. Informal and casual learning is a major source of knowledge and skill acquisition.
8. Formal and informal coaching received from your boss, peers, or external coach is an important source of
development.

Word of Caution for the critics:
1. Feedback does not always lead to change.
2. Comparison to norms is not helpful; it just makes people feel bad.
3. People are given too much information. They cannot digest it all.
4. We should tell people what and how to change;
5. Data from 360s should be used for promotions and future assignments.
6. People don't always put down what they really think.
7. Some employees use this as an opportunity to unload on their boss, as there is no accountability for what
people say.

7 of 7 people found the following review helpful.



How and Why of Being a Great Leader
By John Chancellor
This book is all about the how and why of being a great leader. First the why. According to the authors, "In
extensive studies, we have demonstrated the clear connection between the effectiveness of leaders and a
variety of important organizational outcomes. Bottom line, great leaders increase profit, drive up customer
satisfaction, generate higher levels of engagement in their employees, reduce employee turnover and develop
stronger employees."

The need for highly effective leadership is clear. The question is: how do you develop great leaders?

The first question the authors answer is: should you work on correcting weaknesses or developing strengths.
At one time the general consensus was that to improve as a leader, you need to eliminate or at least improve
your weaknesses. The authors do not believe this approach yields the best results. Their findings are that you
gain much more by improving your key competencies than working on your weaknesses. They make one
important exception to that advice. If you have what they call fatal flaw, then you must absolutely
correct/improve that. A fatal flaw is defined "as a behavior or trait that has a devastating negative impact on
a person's overall performance."

Most of the book is centered around how to improve/develop on your strengths. The first step is to
understand your strengths. While most people think they know and understand their own strengths and
weaknesses, the authors point out that we are generally not a very good judge of our own strengths and
weaknesses. While there are certain tests which will give us additional insight, we are still evaluating
ourselves. We simply do not have the ability to take an objective look at ourselves. So the authors strongly
recommend 360 degree feedback surveys as a starting point for identifying your strengths and weaknesses.

Once you have identified the strengths you need to develop, the authors provide guidelines for how to build
on and sustain the strengths.

The information in the book is based on extensive research by the authors. There are plenty of examples of
their research presented throughout the book, generally with graphs/charts to reinforce the concepts.

For me the big takeaway from the book is this. It is much better to work on your strengths than your
weaknesses. If you have a fatal flaw, you absolutely need to work on that until it is acceptable. You cannot
adequately assess your strengths or weaknesses - you need to add some objectivity to the process. The
authors recommend 360 degree feedback as the best way to identify your strengths and weaknesses.

The presentation is somewhat like research paper and some people may not find this the easiest way to
process the information. There is some very good information in this book and it will certainly benefit most
leaders. The authors make a very compelling case for becoming an exceptional leader by identifying and
magnifying your strengths.

I was provided a review copy of this book.

6 of 6 people found the following review helpful.
Manifesto for A Leadership Development Revolution
By Amazon Customer
How to Be Exceptional couldn't come at a better time. We're standing at a very critical crossroad. Our
organizations desperately want and need much stronger leadership at all levels. But a torrent of studies show
most leadership development approaches aren't working. We need a better way.



We're also at the intersection of powerful and revolutionary research emerging from the new movements of
Emotional Intelligence, Positive Psychology, Appreciative Inquiry, and Strengths. These emerging fields are
scientifically -- and conclusively -- showing that we can only flourish by moving away from focusing on
what's wrong, performance gaps, and weaknesses. The evidence for what needs to change and why is
growing every day. But there's been a huge vacuum around how to apply these findings to leadership
development.

The opening reviews and quotations in the front of How to Be Exceptional tells the reader he or she is
holding a revolutionary leadership book with a radical new approach. Award-winning development
professionals and senior executives from organizations like Yale University, General Mills, Boeing,
Symantec, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Hilton, Transat, Marathon Oil, General Motors, Invesco, and Elsevier
laud the book as:"the next evolution in focusing on strengths,""the best book on professional development in
decades,""cuts through the clutter," "practical how-to realities of leadership improvement,""simple, concrete,
scientifically validated model,""invaluable to my organization," "breakthrough milestone,""actionable
advice,"and "innovative methodology."

The Introduction begins with this declaration:"Like a gigantic pendulum swinging, there has been a dramatic
shift in the world of leadership development. We have moved from a focus on fixing weaknesses all the way
over to a focus on building strengths. Without question, it is the most profound change in this realm to occur
in the past 50 years."

And it's about time!

Parts One and Two of How to Be Exceptional are built around "What Leaders Can Learn From their
Strengths" and "How Exceptional Strengths Are Developed." A third "Special Considerations" part discusses
building strengths with individual or frontline staff, when to fix weaknesses or Fatal Flaws, addressing the
misconception that strengths can be taken too far, vital keys to effective 360 multi-rater tools, are leaders
made or born, and a brief history of the strengths movement.

Parts One and Two are the core of this book. They start with an outline of the powerful research behind
Zenger Folkman's groundbreaking strengths-based leadership assessment, development, and sustainable
implementation system. Their research is built on a massive database that now contains 300,000 responses
from managers, peers, and direct reports who completed 360 feedback surveys across leadership 16
competencies on over 35,000 leaders.

The aggregated leadership effectiveness scores were then correlated with organization performance data. The
differences are stunning! For example, the differences between the weakest and strongest leaders are 4 - 6
times higher profits, 6 times higher sales revenues, 10 - 20 times higher levels of employee engagement, 3 -
4 times reduction in employees thinking about quitting, 50% fewer employees that do leave, double the
satisfaction with pay and job security, 4 - 5 times more employees "willing to go the extra mile," and 1.5
times higher customer satisfaction ratings. Now there's hard evidence for "soft" skills!

What's especially remarkable is how obtainable extraordinary leadership is proving to be. A leader needs to
develop just three existing strengths out of sixteen competencies to catapult his or her leadership
effectiveness from the 34th to the 80th percentile! Zenger Folkman's deep research shows very clearly that
it's the presence of strengths -- not the absence of weaknesses -- that defines highly effective leaders.
Building strengths is proving to be the only way to move from an average or ordinary leader to extraordinary
or exceptional.



In a series of pre and post studies Zenger Folkman looked at the impact of leaders choosing to fix
weaknesses versus building on existing strengths. 12 to 18 months later the leaders who magnified their
existing strengths showed two - three times more improvement in leadership effectiveness than leaders who
worked on fixing their weaknesses.

How to Be Exceptional provides the succinct, practical, how-to roadmap we so badly need to navigate the
inspiring and tremendously fulfilling territory of strengths-based leadership. This guide book outlines a step-
by-step method for "driving leadership success by magnifying your strengths." For weary leaders feeling
beat up by engagement surveys, performance reviews, 360 and other feedback tools highlighting their
deficiencies and suffering change fatigue, this book couldn't come at a better time.

In my 35 plus years of studying, applying, writing about, and providing leadership development programs
and services, Zenger Folkman's approaches are a much needed revolution. The authors close with this
modest and understated summary of their contributions to this critical movement:

"We believe that our contributions to this collection of massive granite blocks that make up the current
foundation of the strengths movement are the following:

1. A more rigorous analysis of the impact of strengths on business outcomes. This had not been the focus of
the pioneers ...
2. Studies confirming that strengths can be developed, in contrast to those who believe that they are
somewhat fixed or static.
3. Research that confirms that developing strengths is far more successful than developing weaknesses.
4. Research showing that the approach one uses to build strengths is radically different from that used to fix
weaknesses. Utilizing a nonlinear approach and companion competencies makes it possible for people to
move from good performance to great."

See all 14 customer reviews...
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However, reviewing the book How To Be Exceptional: Drive Leadership Success By Magnifying Your
Strengths By John Zenger, Joseph Folkman, Jr., Robert H. Sherwin, Bar in this site will lead you not to
bring the printed book anywhere you go. Just store guide in MMC or computer disk and also they are
available to review any time. The prosperous air conditioner by reading this soft file of the How To Be
Exceptional: Drive Leadership Success By Magnifying Your Strengths By John Zenger, Joseph Folkman, Jr.,
Robert H. Sherwin, Bar can be leaded into something new routine. So now, this is time to prove if reading
could boost your life or otherwise. Make How To Be Exceptional: Drive Leadership Success By Magnifying
Your Strengths By John Zenger, Joseph Folkman, Jr., Robert H. Sherwin, Bar it surely work as well as get
all advantages.
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strengths. Without question, it is the most profound change in this realm to occur in the past 50 years." --
John Zenger and Joseph Folkman, from the book

You run a business department, a division, or an entire company. Everything is going smoothly, everyone
respects your abilities, and no one complains about you. You are a good, talented business leader.

But are you exceptional? Because in these difficult business times, true success requires nothing less.

From the leadership gurus of Zenger Folkman, How to Be Exceptional provides a revolutionary approach to
leadership development. Instead of focusing on your weaknesses and how to overcome them, focus on your
strengths--and learn how to magnify them.

How to Be Exceptional explains how to:

Pinpoint your best leadership traits and choose the right development target for yourself●

Use feedback and action-learning on the job to elevate your strengths●

Apply Zenger Folkman's revolutionary "cross-training" method to escalate your leadership competencies●
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When you magnify your leadership competencies to the level of exceptional, employee engagement
increases, productivity rises, and profitability soars. Learn how to make your business and career dreams a
reality.
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Zenger Folkman utilizes evidence-driven, strengths-based methods to improve organizations and the people
within them. "Jack" Zenger and Joe Folkman are the cofounders of Zenger Folkman and bestselling
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